
Customer Information  

On submitting a request for reduction or unlimited relief of a fine imposed 

by assembly authority 

E-Paper form included in the Information 

Case group: Announcement of meetings, administration 

Identifier Title of form 

1233 

Gyülekezési hatóság által kiszabott bírság mérséklésére, korlátlan 

enyhítésére vonatkozó kérelem 

Request for  reduction and for unlimited  relief of fine imposed by assembly 

authority 

The Information is effective as of 31 May, 2019. 

 

On basis of the detailed rules of § 1. of the Governmental Decree 173/2018 (IX.26) on 

determining and paying administrative fines imposed for the violation of the Right of Assembly, 

and in accordance with paragraph §21. of the Government Decree No. 1 of 2018. LV 

(hereinafter referred to as “Gytv.), the administrative fine shall be paid within 30 days from the 

final decision made on the imposed fine by the assembly authority, to the centralized direct 

debit account number allocated by the Hungarian State Treasury for this purpose, by means of 

a transfer order or cash transfer order 

You can use the e-Paper form provided in this brochure to request a fine reduction, unlimited 

fine relief and exemption from fines. 

The assembly authority refrains from imposing a fine if a deterrent effect can be expected 

without paying a fine, if the offence infringing the law previewed in Gytv. 3 Article 6 of the 

Code of Conduct is of minor importance in view of the circumstances of the offense.  

In this case, the assembly authority applies a warning under the Act on Administrative Penalties. 

 

On the basis of a request addressed to the assembly authority by the customer before the 

deadline for completion, the fine may be reduced or relieved unlimitedly by an order, if its 

imposing seriously endangers the livelihood of the natural person and relatives living with 

him/her; or by a natural person, legal entity or other entity if imposing the fine would render 
the customer’s economic activity impossible. 


